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ABSTRACT Low cost, high efficiency, price transparency, and timely settlement of transactions are required for direct transactions between electricity providers and consumers in the microgrids. So the blockchain technology and the continuous double auction mechanism for direct electricity trading have always been a hot topic in the field of microgrids. In order to further reduce the transaction cost of blockchain and increase the transaction efficiency, and to solve the problem of lack of privacy protection for continuous double auction in the existing scheme, a privacy protection scheme of microgrids direct electricity transaction based on consortium blockchain and the continuous double auction is proposed. In it, the combination of consortium blockchain technology and continuous double auction mechanism is applied to reduce costs and improve the efficiency of transactions. In the meanwhile, pseudonyms and pseudonym certificates are generated by fair blind signature technology to realize identity privacy in the continuous double auction. And decentralization and user identity traceability are achieved by using (t, n) threshold secret sharing technology which distributes and recovers the private key of a trusted third party. The theoretical security analysis shows that the privacy protection scheme has higher security. The simulation experiment shows that the consortium blockchain technology has lower cost and higher efficiency in this scheme.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MICROGRID is a modular and decentralized power supply network based on distributed generation technology and combined with end-user power quality management and cascade utilization of energy. A microgrid is a collection of distributed power sources, energy storage units, loads, and monitoring and protection devices. Distributed power supplies have the characteristics of small storage capacity and inconvenient long-distance transmission. Therefore, the traditional centralized power supply scheduling method increases the complexity of the system, resulting in low efficiency and high cost of the microgrid. With the gradual deepening of the development and construction of microgrid, microgrid groups can be formed between adjacent microgrids. Meanwhile, the improvement of market mechanism gives microgrid the opportunity to participate in bidding transactions in the power market. Distributed power supplies and users can complete transaction matching through bidding in the microgrid energy market, and establish a direct and open power trading information flow system between distributed power supplies and users. Distributed power supplies sell surplus power to neighboring energy consumers in a point-to-point manner [?]. In this way, not only users in the microgrid can purchase local power at a lower price, distributed power supplies sell excess power at a higher price, but also improve resource utilization of distributed power sources. All kinds of entities in microgrid need to measure, interact, control and make decisions in the distributed environment, but these entities
are difficult to realize mutual trust as distributed participation nodes. As an emerging distributed and decentralized value transfer protocol, blockchain is a very good research direction to solve such problems.

Currently, the research on how to apply blockchain technology to energy trading has become a hot topic. The specific application form of blockchain technology in energy internet is proposed in the literature [7]. For the current energy market, a trading framework based on blockchain technology in paper [7]. The application of blockchain technology to large-user direct-purchasing and decentralized distribution network transactions are proposed in papers [8], [9]. Although decentralized transactions are realized, there are no market trading mechanisms compatible with blockchain. The application of blockchain technology and multi-signature proposed in paper [9] enables peers to negotiate energy prices anonymously and execute transactions securely, but lacks a flexible pricing scheme. The continuous double auction (CDA) mechanism in paper [2] is introduced into the microgrid to achieve pricing and balance of transactions. Combining the market trading mechanism with the blockchain technology to solve the microgrid distributed electricity trading in the literature [9], which uses the continuous double auction. The mechanism is considered to be the most suitable market model for distributed energy trading [7], which maximizes social welfare and enables more producers and users to participate. However, the cost of establishing a blockchain in a microgrid with limited energy is too high, which requires the shortcoming of the transaction speed caused by the consensus of all nodes.

Continuous double auctions are used to match transactions on electricity generated in the next hour or hours. Bidders’ identities and bidding information all contain users’ electricity consumption in the next one to several hours. Criminals can calculate whether users are at home from users’ electricity consumption information and then carry out theft [7] and other behaviors when they are not at home. Therefore, it is also very important to protect bidders’ identities and bidding information. Privacy protection problem in the process of auction has aroused people’s concern. The first attempt in the literature [7] to conduct a secure continuous double auction mechanism achieves the anonymity of bidders. However, its marketing manager has a pseudonym and a real identity correspondence, which is likely to cause the bidder’s privacy to leak. Based on the literature [2], a new scheme based on group signature CDA was proposed in paper [7], which not only enables secure anonymity but also adds and removes bidders in bids without affecting the auction process. The electronic auction scheme based on group signature and partial blind signature was proposed in paper [7], which reduced the dependence on trusted third parties. However, [7], [2] all have the problem that group administrators have the supreme right of identity tracking, and it is possible that administrators abuse their power to expose users’ privacy [2]. The British electronic auction scheme based on the revocable ring signature proposed in [2] can achieve conditional privacy but requires multiple repeated bilinear operations to achieve traceability [7]. The scheme of public auction based on blind signature is proposed in [2], which improves efficiency but does not have traceability.

By analyzing the privacy protection schemes proposed in [2], [7], [9], [8], [7], [2], [7], this paper summarizes the following basic characteristics of the privacy protection scheme for the continuous double auction process.

1) Anonymity: No one can identify the true identity of the user who participated in the auction throughout the auction.
2) Unforgeability. Users or organizations cannot participate in bidding by forging other users.
3) Non-repudiation. Two-way authentication between users and authorities.
4) Traceability. The true identity of users who are involved in the auction can be tracked.
5) Robustness. Even if any authority or two authorities are attacked, the privacy of the user cannot be undermined.

In this paper, the privacy protection scheme of microgrid direct transaction based on consortium blockchain and continuous double auction is proposed to solve the problems of high blockchain cost, slow speed and lack of privacy protection for continuous double auction. The combination of consortium blockchain technology and continuous double auction mechanism is applied to reduce transaction cost and improve transaction efficiency. The scheme of public auction based on blind signature and secret sharing used in the implementation of the scheme. The third part firstly describes the scheme model of this scheme, and then describes the working process of microgrid power direct transaction. The fourth part describes in detail the implementation process of the solution in this paper. The fifth part analyzes the scheme of this paper from two aspects of performance and security. The sixth part summarizes the paper and points out the potential research direction.

II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY

A. UNION BLOCKCHAIN

The consortium blockchain is a special blockchain. It is built on a certain number of pre-selected authentication nodes. The consensus algorithm is executed by these pre-selected nodes instead of all nodes in the whole network, which can greatly reduce energy costs and improve consensus efficiency. As a semi-centralized blockchain, the consortium blockchain also has the characteristics that trading data can be trusted, traceable and stored in the distributed system without tampering [7]. Moreover, only authorized nodes can join the blockchain trading platform, which can achieve a good balance between supervision and user privacy.
Compared with the public blockchain, the consortium blockchain has fewer consensus nodes, higher system operating efficiency, lower cost and faster transaction speed, etc., which are more suitable for power trading of micro grid.

B. CONTINUOUS DOUBLE AUCTION MECHANISM
Continuous double auction is a public auction in which there are multiple buyers and sellers in the market and the buyers and sellers can submit their offers at any time during the trading cycle and adjust their offers by observing others’ offers. The seller and the buyer are sorted according to the principle of “price first, time first”. The buyer’s price is sorted from high to low, while the seller’s price is sorted from low to high. Once the price matches, the transaction can be completed.

The continuous double auction mechanism is suitable for energy trading in the microgrid with sufficient flexibility and efficiency.

C. FAIR BLIND SIGNATURE TECHNOLOGY
Chaum first proposed a blind digital signature scheme [9] in 1983. In this scheme, signers sign without knowing the specific contents of signed messages. The sender can extract the valid signature of messages from the blind signed messages, and signers cannot match the signing process with the final signature. A fair blind signature adds a feature to blind signatures by establishing a trusted center through which the signer can track the signature.

The blind signature has the characteristics of protecting the privacy of the user and realizing the traceability of the user’s real identity. It is fully applicable to the microgrid users requesting anonymous transactions, and traces the identity of dishonest users in the transaction process.

D. SECRET SHARING
The secret sharing technique is to share the secret S among many participants P. Currently, in most schemes, (t,n) threshold secret sharing is applied, that is, S is divided into n parts and then distributed to n participants. At least t members of the participants can reconstruct the secret S, while any member less than t cannot reconstruct the secret S [9].

(t,n) threshold secret sharing technology saves the private key of trusted third party separately to realize decentralization. The user’s identity can be traced by obtaining the complete private key using key recovery technology.

III. DESCRIPTION OF PRIVACY PROTECTION SCHEME
A. WORKING PROCESS OF MICROGRID POWER DIRECT TRANSACTION
The microgrid electricity direct transaction model based on the consortium blockchain and continuous double auction mechanism is designed for users in a microgrid. There are two types of entities involved: power producers and power consumers. Power producers and power consumers continuously adjust their quotations during the trading cycle through a continuous double auction mechanism to complete the transaction matching. The transaction settlement is carried out through the consensus process of the consortium blockchain, thereby realizing direct transactions of users within the microgrid. The basic execution process consists of the following three parts. 1) Users register to generate the transaction certificate. 2) Users complete the electricity transaction matching through the continuous double auction mechanism. 3) The consortium blockchain local aggregator nodes complete the consensus. Flow diagram of direct power trading process in microgrid is shown as Fig.1.

The basic process of microgrid direct power trading is as follows.
① Users who participate in power transactions register in the regulatory center to obtain pseudonyms and pseudonyms trading certificates for transaction matching.
② After matching between consumers and producers through a continuous double auction mechanism, consumers confirm the authenticity of the accounts and electricity bills sent by producers and create transaction records.
③ Power producers send electricity charges and transaction records to a local aggregator, which encrypts the transaction records and packages them into blocks that broadcast validation to each aggregator node. After the consensus process of the consortium blockchain, a new block is generated to join the consortium blockchain. The transaction records in the consortium blockchain shall not be tampered with and are highly transparent for user nodes to query.

B. PRIVACY PROTECTION PLAN
In this paper, a privacy protection scheme is designed to prevent unnecessary losses caused by the leakage of users’ electricity information during the direct transaction of microgrid based on consortium blockchain and continuous double auction mechanism. The basic system architecture of this privacy protection scheme based on a microgrid design. The privacy protection scheme involves four types of entities: microgrid users (U_i), Registration Management Center (RM), Market Management Center (MM), and Trace Center (TC). Users generate pseudonyms in RM and pseudonym certificates corresponding to pseudonyms in MM. Users only need pseudonyms and pseudonym certificates to participate in
subsequent auctions without real user identity information to achieve fair auction. The TC is used to track the true identity of the user when necessary. Privacy protection scheme system architecture is shown as Fig.2.

The basic implementation process of this privacy protection is as follows.

1) Users who participate in the auction register first, and generate the corresponding pseudonym after verifying the user’s identity through RM using fair blind signature.

2) Users apply to MM for pseudonym certificates.

3) MM generates the pseudonym certificate required by the user to participate in the auction.

4) Trusted third party–Trace Center (TC). TC’s private key is kept separately by using (t,n) threshold secret sharing technology to ensure that no trusted institution can generate the corresponding relationship between the user’s real identity and pseudonym in this process. Meanwhile, key recovery can also be used to realize the traceability of users who back out halfway.

IV. PRIVACY PROTECTION PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

A. THE IDEA OF PRIVACY PROTECTION SCHEME

1) SYSTEM INITIALIZATION AND PARAMETER SETTINGS

Before participating in the power transaction, the node joining the blockchain of the alliance connects to a local aggregator and sends its account to the local aggregator. Local aggregator nodes store complete blockchain transaction data [2] for users to query and verify transactions, while ordinary nodes participating in power transactions store part of the data and the form of hash chain composed of each block head in blocks, thus effectively reducing the total data storage and the overall storage overhead. On the other hand, it lowers the performance threshold of joining nodes and promotes more and poorer nodes to join the consortium blockchain.

The public key \((N_{u}, e_{u})\) and private key \(d_{u}\) generated by the user through the RSA algorithm. The public key \((N_{RM}, e_{RM})\) and private key \(d_{RM}\) generated by the RM via the RSA algorithm. MM generates a public key \((N_{MM}, e_{MM})\) and a private key \(d_{MM}\) via the RSA algorithm. The TC generates a public key \((N_{TC}, e_{TC})\) and a private key \(d_{TC}\) via the RSA algorithm. The public keys of RM, MM and TC are published on the bulletin board managed by MM, and the private keys of RM and MM are kept by themselves.

2) USING THE \((t,n)\) THRESHOLD SECRET SHARING TO REALIZE TC PRIVATE KEY DISTRIBUTION

After TC private key is generated by RSA algorithm, the private key is stored in n participants separately according to \((t,n)\) threshold secret sharing scheme. The private key distribution process is as follows.

1) The share of the sub-private key owned by each participant is selected. In order to improve the efficiency, the share selected is incremental while ensuring that the share of each participant is not the same.

2) Construct the n-order polynomial \(F(x)\) using Lagrangian interpolation.

\[
F(x) = d_{TC} + a_{1}x + a_{2}x^{2} + a_{3}x^{3} + \cdots + a_{n-1}x^{n-1} \tag{1}
\]

The first term is the initial obtained private key \(d_{TC}\), and \(a_{1}, a_{2}, a_{3}, \ldots, a_{n-1}\) are the coefficients of the polynomial. The electricity of the polynomial represents the share of the child private key obtained by the participant.

3) The contents of the sub-private key obtained by each participant are obtained by substituting the share and private key information obtained by each participant into the polynomial calculation results.

3) GENERATE USER PSEUDONYMS AND TRANSACTION CERTIFICATES USING FAIR BLIND SIGNATURE TECHNOLOGY

At this stage, the users participate in the public electric energy auction anonymously by generating pseudonyms and pseudonym certificates, as shown in Fig.3. The basic execution process is divided into the following six steps.

1) \(U \rightarrow RM : \{ID_{u}, S_{U}\}\)

The user sends the \(ID_{u}\) that identifies the user’s identity to RM, as well as \(S_{U}\), where

\[
\]
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Then sends the message $C'_{u}$ to MM. The message is generated as follows:

$$C'_{u} = (ID_{RM} || ID_{u} || s_{1,i} || s_{2,i} || e_{u}' || N_{u}' || S_{u}' )^{e_{RM}}$$

Where $S_{u}'$ is the temporary signature of the user U with the temporary private key $d_{u}'$.

The MM verification blind signature process is as follows.

$$s_{1,i}^{e_{RM}} = (z_{i}/y_{i})^{e_{RM}} = (x_{i} σ (i I D_{u} || t s)^{d_{RM}})$$

$$s_{2,i}^{e_{RM}} = (s_{1,i}^{e_{TC}} / w_{i})^{e_{RM}} = ((z_{i}/y_{i})^{e_{TC}} / w_{i})^{e_{RM}}$$

If the validation is successful, MM generates auction certificate $F_{1}$ to the user.

$$C'_{u} = ID_{RM} || ID_{u} || t s || e_{u}' || N_{u}' || S_{u}'$$

4) USERS PARTICIPATE IN CONTINUOUS DOUBLE AUCTION TO ACHIEVE TRANSACTION MATCHING

① The user completes the registration and obtains the transaction certificate. Within the trading cycle, users submit the bidding message offer, $Cert_{u}$, and $Sig_{u}$ (offer). Where $offer = \{ID_{u}', bid \ m, time \ stamp, transaction \ electricity\}$. $Cert_{u}$ is the pseudonym certificate of the bidder as shown in Formula (13), and $Sig_{u}$ (offer) is $u'$ digital signature of the bid price. A positive amount of trading power is expressed as a seller, and a negative amount of trading power is expressed as a buyer.

② Judge whether the bid price meets the market requirements according to the trading rules. If it meets the requirements, the bidder’s price will be accepted; otherwise, the bidder will be required to resubmit the bid. Once the buyer’s price is higher than the seller’s price, the highest price of the buyer is matched with the lowest price of the seller. Similarly, the transaction price is the average price of both parties. At the same time, the market trading information is released, including the transaction price, the number of transactions and the bid information of unfinished transactions.

③ After submitting a round of quotations, the user re-selects the random number to generate the corresponding blinded value and pseudonym. It is then sent to MM for a new pseudonym certificate for the next round of auction bidding. Start a new trade match until the trading cycle expires and the market closes.

5) LOCAL AGGREGATOR NODES CONSENSUS TO GENERATE NEW BLOCKS TO JOIN THE CONSORTIUM CHAIN

After the user participating in the electricity transaction is matched, the electricity supply user sends his account information and electricity bill to the electricity user, and
the electricity user confirms the authenticity of the account and creates a transaction record. Then, the electricity user sends the electricity cost and transaction record to the local aggregator. The local aggregator encrypts the transaction record and packs it into blocks, and broadcasts to each aggregator node to perform the consensus process of the consortium blockchain. Proof of Work (POW) is the consensus algorithm in the most secure public blockchain, but it is too inefficient to complete the user’s real-time requirements, and there are too many computational resources. Proof of Stake (POS) and Delegated Proof of Stake (DPOS) reduce computing resource consumption relative to POW, but there is a problem of over-concentration.

Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) used in consortium blockchain is adopted to implement consensus process for selected local aggregator nodes. When \( n > 3f + 1 \), \( n \) is the total number of local aggregator nodes participating in the consensus in the consortium blockchain, and \( f \) is the number of nodes that are allowed to fail. The consensus process is shown in Fig.4.

The consensus process between nodes is as follows [?]:

1. The user node sends an authentication request to the local aggregator node to invoke the service operation.
2. The local aggregator node sends a broadcast request to other local aggregator nodes.
3. All local aggregator nodes execute the request and send the results to the user node, which waits for at least \( f + 1 \) results from different local aggregator nodes. If the result is the same, it is the final result of the request.

After the transaction record is added to the consortium blockchain through the consensus process, all records are stored in the blockchain for users to query and trace.

### 6) RECOVERING WITH (T,N) THRESHOLD SECRET SHARING TECHNOLOGY

The buyer of the winning bid has not paid the same amount of currency as the winning bid, or the seller has not paid the buyer the same amount of electricity as the winning bid. The trace center TC can recover the key through the \((t,n)\) threshold secret sharing method [?] to obtain the private key.

In the private key recovery phase, the scheme sets the participant’s collection to \( A = \{ P_1, P_2, P_3, \ldots, P_n \} \), requiring \( t \) participants to participate in order to recover the private key. The specific recovery process is as follows.

1. Among the \( t \) participants participating in the recovery of the private key, each participant must obtain information about the private key.
2. Each participant uses its own sub-private key share to calculate the sub-private key content. The result of the calculation is passed to the private key generator or to another participant who summons the recovery private key.
3. When the private key is recovered, Lagrange interpolation method is used to substitute the sub-private keys of each participant into the reconstruction polynomial. The calculation result of \( F(0) \) in Formula (1) restores the shared private key. \( ID_u \) is derived from Formula (13), and \( x^{rec}_i \) can be calculated from the above Formula (9). \( x_i \) is calculated by the recovered private key \( d_{TC} \), and then the user’s real identity \( ID_u \) is calculated. The restored users are subject to economic penalties or blacklists that prevent them from continuing to participate in consecutive double auctions.

### V. PROGRAM ANALYSIS

In this paper, a privacy protection scheme of microgrid direct transaction based on consortium blockchain and continuous double auction is designed to realize user privacy protection by using fair blind signature and \((t,n)\) threshold secret sharing technology. The following analysis of the program from both performance and security.

#### A. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The consortium blockchain in this scheme has lower storage cost and consumption compared with the public blockchain. The main block energy consumption of the consortium blockchain adopts the PBFT consensus algorithm is the broadcast data operation between the authorized nodes and the inter-node verification operation. \( n^2 + n - 2 \) broadcast operations and \( n^2 + 2n - 2 \) verify operations are required between \( n \) authorized nodes [?]. Each node requires \( 0.9J \) of energy to perform a broadcast operation and \( 0.03J \) of energy for a verification operation. Comparison of consumption cost of public chain and alliance chain is shown in Fig.5.
The Fig. 5 shows that with the increase of the total number of nodes in the consortium blockchain and the blockchain, in the consortium blockchain with the authorization node of 100, each consensus consumes about 9.6KJ, and is not affected by the summary points. In contrast, the public blockchain, which requires a consensus of the total nodes of the entire network, increases dramatically as the number of summary points increases in broadcast and verification consumption.

The consortium blockchain in this scheme is broadcast and verified by selecting limited authorized nodes. Verification time \( t \) is related to block size (S), number of authorized nodes (n) and network bandwidth (B). According to multivariate linear fitting, \( t = 253.763 + 520.603S + 0.414n - 23.877B \). According to the above calculation method, the simulation experiment was carried out with Matlab in 2.40 GHz CPU, 8 GB RAM, Windows 7 environment. The amount of transactions per second in the coalition chain as a function of the number of consensus nodes is shown in Fig.6.

The Fig. 6 shows that when the number of authorized nodes is 100, the consortium blockchain can achieve 26 transactions per second, which is easier to land in the microgrid electricity transaction.

### B. SECURITY ANALYSIS

Security analysis of consumers in the process of continuous double auction:

1) Anonymity: Firstly, the known information of RM includes \( ID_u, ts, y_1^{RM}, z_i, w_i \). Since \( x_i, y_i \in Z_N^* \) is a random number selected by the user, RM cannot derive \( x_i, y_i \) from \( y_1^{RM} \), and thus cannot obtain the Formula (9). Secondly, the known information of MM includes \( ID_u, s_{1,i}, s_{2,i}, ts, e_u' \) and \( N_u' \). Since MM does not trace the private key of TC center, the user’s real identity \( ID_u \) cannot be obtained according to \( s_{1,i}, s_{2,i} \) and the Formula (9). Thirdly, the known information of the remaining producers participating in the auction includes \( ID_{u'}, ts, e_{u'}, N_{u'} \) in the pseudonym certificate. Since the private key \( d_{TC} \) of the center TC is not traced, it cannot be obtained according to the Formula (9).

2) Unforgeability: For RM, the user’s true identity information \( ID_u \) cannot be forged. It is determined whether the RM forges user identity information by checking whether \( y_1^{RM} = (i \| ID_u \| ts)^{sTC} \) is established after the \( w_i \) is sent to the user in the transmitted message \( \{ z_i, w_i \} \). For users, no other user information can be forged to generate a pseudonym certificate. Since the pseudo-names of other consumer information are generated, it is necessary to satisfy the Formula (11) and (12). However, the user cannot obtain the RM private key to satisfy the above formula, so the user cannot generate the pseudonym certificate through the verification of the MM. For non-legal entities, there is two-way authentication throughout the certificate issuance process. The illegal entity cannot obtain the private key of the user and the RM, so it cannot obtain any communication information during the certificate issuance process.

3) Non-repudiation: The public and private key values between consumer, RM and MM are used to realize encryption and digital signature so that the whole certificate issuance process has two-way authentication, realizing the non-repudiation among the three.

4) Traceability: When the successful bidder does not pay the corresponding electricity or the amount to be paid, the private key of the TC is restored based on the \((t, n)\) threshold secret sharing method. The pseudonym \( ID_{u'} \) is derived from Formula (13), and \( x_{eTC} \) can be calculated from the above Formula (9). \( x_i \) is calculated by the recovered private key \( d_{TC} \), and then the user’s real identity \( ID_u \) is calculated.

5) Robustness: RM only saves the real identity certificate of the user of the producer, MM only saves the pseudonym generated by the user of the producer, and the collusion of the two does not reveal the mapping relationship between the real identity and the pseudonym of the user. The private key of the tracking center utilizes the \((t, n)\) threshold secret sharing scheme to store the private key in a distributed manner, avoiding the problem of centralized and excessive electricity. At the same time, it can avoid the failure of the tracking center to find the real identity information of the users who renge.

The security comparison of several schemes is shown in Table 1.

### VI. CONCLUSION

With the rapid development of distributed energy, traditional centralized power trading cannot meet the requirements of direct safe and efficient power trading among microgrid users. This paper proposes a privacy protection scheme for micro grid transactions based on consortium blockchain and continuous double auction mechanism. Performance analysis
and security analysis show that: 1) The combination of the alliance blockchain and the continuous double auction mechanism is used to address the small-scale, low-cost, high-efficiency requirements of the microgrid. 2) The privacy protection scheme achieves anonymity, non-forgery, non-repudiation, traceability and robustness. How to carry out detailed quantitative verification of this program is a problem worthy of further study and solution.
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